Abstract. Models of lek breeding based on female preferences for mating with high quality males have predicted that leks should be evenly distributed at distances approximating the diameter of female home ranges, and empirical studies have cited lek distribution in support of these models. In the 'black hole' model of lek evolution, leks arise because clusters of male territories retain mobile females; female mating preferences are not assumed. Here this model is extended to include sufficient space and animals for multiple leks to form, and it is used to generate predictions about the size and spacing of leks in different populations. Like models based on female choice, black hole models predict that leks will be evenly spaced at distances of approximately one female home range diameter, that lek size will increase with increasing male density, and that females will be concentrated near the centre of leks where male territories will be smallest. The addition of female copying to the model decreases the tendency for leks to form, but this influence is mitigated by an upper limit on harem size. Since similar lek distributions are predicted by contrasting models, the even distribution of leks may imply some mechanism causing females to aggregate at the largest accessible cluster of territories, but does not clarify the nature of this mechanism.
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1996 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour Lek-breeding systems have generated widespread interest and speculation (Wiley 1991) but, with a few exceptions (e.g. Bradbury 1981), theoretical investigations have focused principally on the benefits that females and males may derive from mating on leks (e.g. Alexander 1975; Bradbury 1981; Beehler & Foster 1988; Queller 1988; Gibson et al. 1991; Stillman et al. 1993 ) rather than on questions concerning the distribution and size of leks. Only two formal models have generated predictions concerning the size and spacing of leks. First, Bradbury (1981) argued that whenever females are attracted to large clusters of males in order to compare them and choose mates, the distance between leks should be equal to the diameter of a female home range plus the distance from which a lek can be detected. Second, Bradbury et al. (1986) modelled a situation in which females occupy separate but overlapping home ranges and leks form at points of maximum home range overlap, called 'hotspots'. This model predicts that leks may be spaced at intervals smaller than the diameter of female ranges. Initial hopes that comparisons between inter-lek distances and female home range sizes might provide a way of discriminating between these two models of lek evolution (see Bradbury 1981; Bradbury & Gibson 1983) were subsequently weakened by the suggestion that if females take several factors into account when deciding whether to visit a lek, inter-lek distances may either be smaller or larger than the diameter of female ranges (Gibson et al. 1990) .
In this paper, we investigate predictions concerning the distribution of leks generated by 'black hole' models of female movement patterns. In a previous paper, we demonstrated that leks
